


Our on-the-ground non-Government Organisation (NGO), Riders for Health 
(Riders), operates transport for healthcare programmes, working with 
ministries of health and other healthcare partners in five African countries - 
now reaching over 47 million people with primary care.

A lack of A lack of reliable transport for health workers is one of the major barriers to 
moving global health forward. Our solution has been to create transport 
systems designed specifically for health care delivery in Africa, helping to fight 
infectious diseases such as HIV, TB, ebola, malaria and more recently 
COVID-19. 

TTwo Wheels for Life are the official Charity of MotoGP™ and the Fédération 
Internationale de Motocyclisme (FIM). We support the Riders programmes 
with funds raised in the motorcycle community, and help raise awareness of 
their vital work and contribute to research and development, strategy 
support and PR.

As a charitAs a charity, we must raise upwards of £500,000 each year to support the 
unique life-saving work of Riders in sub-saharan Africa. We do this through a 
variety of fundraising initiatives such as events, partnerships, funding bids and 
individual giving. The more we can raise, the more we can do to save lives. 

PaPartnerships that engage and connect people, and that grow awareness of our 
work and social mission are very important to us. We believe in the strength 
of this collaboration and are excited by the prospect of working with 
Harley-Davidson Benelux and Nordics and their HOG members to further 
the aims of each of our organisations.









TWO WHEELS FOR LIFE - RIDERS FOR HEALTH - HARLEY-DAVIDSON BENELUX & NORDICS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dj4mVYlkO70
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3lsWZH2Q9y0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1EeAY-o1aCs


TWO WHEELS FOR LIFE - RIDERS FOR HEALTH - HARLEY-DAVIDSON BENELUX & NORDICS

The chance to make a substantial contribution to one of Riders’ 
programmes and take ownership of projects that substantially improve 
access to healthcare and health services across sub-saharan Africa.

The opportunity for Harley-Davidson staff and/or highest fundraising HOG 
members to see first hand award-winning, life-saving healthcare delivery 
work using motorcycles in The Gambia with a behind the scenes access tour.

Become paBecome part of the Riders team for a day and contribute to our work 
delivering special supplies on motorcycles such as malaria nets, medical 
supplies or riding gear for our motorcycle outreach health workers (this 
could include featuring the H-D Pan America).

Meet our hard working technicians with in-country workshop visits to learn 
the magic behind our “zero-breakdown” maintenance programme, how we 
maintain bikes in difficult conditions so they NEVER break down. 

TTravel to remote communities in The Gambia with our outreach health 
workers and meet the people who directly benefit from the healthcare 
delivery programmes (again, this could include featuring the H-D Pan 
America). 

Please note: as we are only a small charity, costs for these trips would need 
to be discussed and pre-agreed by both organisatons.

Exclusive access into the world of racing and MotoGP™. Opportunities for 
selected individuals to get behind the scenes at a European Grand Prix event 
or potential stand space at our annual flagship event, Day of Champions

ExploExplore possible opportunities for individuals to meet and perhaps ride with 
some of the MotoGP™ and motorcycle celebrities that support us. 
Depending on budget and availability, we can provide the chance to ride with 
some of the motorcycle industry’s greatest riders, such as MotoGP™ legend 
Randy Mamola or seven-time motorcycle trials world champion Dougie 
Lampkin. 



TWO WHEELS FOR LIFE - RIDERS FOR HEALTH - HARLEY-DAVIDSON BENELUX & NORDICS

Bespoke designed memorabilia for those that have participated and 
fundraised in the Benelux & Nordics Relay Ride, including T-Shirts or pins / 
patches, using your authorised HOG merchandise supplier. 

Positive PR showcasing the incredible fundraising contribution from your 
HOG members and emphasising the connection to our lifesaving work 
across our social platforms, website and via our press agency. 

Every penny you raise helps to deliver healthcare to hard-to-reach communities in Africa, 
making sure health workers have reliable vehicles to get them to get them to the people 
who need them wherever they are.

Here are just some of the important resources you can help us provide;



We’re excited about the prospect of a partnership with Harley-Davidson Benelux & Nordics. We feel 
that our organisations’ visions are well aligned and that we could offer great mutual benefit from a 
partnership. Bringing people together, connecting and empowering the world of motorcyclists to do 

good is what we live for.  

If you are interested to hear more we’d love to discuss the collaboration with Harley-Davidson, 
Two Wheels for Life and Riders for Health in more detail.

Any questions please don’t hesitate to get in touch!
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